Siberian State Aerospace

On the 1st of November 48 potential “astronauts” (including 18 Flagship University students) start theoretical and physical training at the premises of SibSAU and enterprises involved in the project “Space Odyssey”. In January students will be divided into two groups: “Astronauts” and “Researchers” according to the results of physical training exams, and will continue participating in the project as the developers of scientific flight program.

SibSAU hosted the XX Anniversary International Scientific Conference “Reshetnev Readings 2016” November 9-12, 2016. The Conference will be held with the support of base enterprises and is dedicated to the memory of the space-rocket systems general designer academician Mikhail F. Reshetnev. The conference is scheduled for 27 scientific workshops, which cover all issues of the Military an Industrial Complex (aerospace complex).

Moscow State University

The workshop “Analysis, Geometry and Probability”, tooked place from September, 25th to October, 02nd in Moscow. In the workshop participated 78 young and experienced scientists from all over the world (including 2 from Shandong University and 14 from University Ulm). The next Workshop will be hosted by Shandong University in 2017. Two Students from the faculty of Mechanics and Mathematics will visit Ulm and work on their masterthesises. Envisaged is also a joint PhD in Mathematics.

Shandong University

On September, 24th a new campus had been opened in Qingdao, a coastal city of Shandong. The campus is aiming to build into a base “gathering high-level talents, undertaking high-tech innovation and research, incubating new and high technologies, and promoting international academic exchanges”, currently covering disciplines of Life Science, Computer Science, Environmental Science, Information Science, Marine Science, Law and Politics. Several highlevel research institutes and innovative centers are also within the plan. Internationalization will be one of the most important characteristics of Qingdao campus, and we welcome collaborators from worldwide to join us in building this new blueprint together.

Southeast University

Delegation around the president Prof. Dr. Zhang Guangjun visited Germany and participated in the Sino-German University President Forum, as well as visited Ulm from November, 23rd to November, 24th in order to strengthen the long-lasting partnership. They met either the president of the University Prof. Dr. Michael Weber and also the Lord Major of Ulm Mr. Czisch.

Southeast University is leading the way to establish a Sino-British Engineering University Excellence Alliance. The MoU has been signed in September. The Chinese member universities are based on E9 Alliance Universities. Universities UK and British Council are responsible for targeting the UK member universities. It is expected that the Alliance will be officially formed in this December.
Cairo University

Cairo University will support the Ministry of Housing by the establishment of two specialized pediatric hospitals for serving Upper Egypt. Each hospital will accommodate 250 beds. One hospital will be affiliated to Assiut University, whereas the other hospital (located at Beni Suef Governorate) will be affiliated to Cairo University in cooperation with Beni Suef University.

Ulm University

Excellent Score for University Ulm in the study „THE World University Ranking“ 2016. Compared to universities all over the world University Ulm is at the position 135, in Germany even at 13. Especially in the aspects „external funding from industry“ and citations of Scientists Ulm performed well. This result is underlined from the study „QS Top 50 under 50“ also in 2016, that examine Universities younger than 50 years. University Ulm is the best young german University and worldwide at place 38.

The Ulm University and Southeast University have signed a "3+1+1" Agreement, which enable up to 10 students from SEU to earn master’s degrees at the UUlm. After studying three years in Nanjing selected students will be able to finish their bachelor’s thesis during their participation at a master’s program in Ulm. After the first successful year of study in Ulm students will obtain bachelor’s degrees from SEU and a year later master’s degrees from UUlm.
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